Solutions for the Department of Defense
Insight into process yields Complete
Situational Awareness

Rapidly develop new capabilities to respond
to emerging event

Provide maximum data security —
Cloud or On-Premise

Secure Mobile solutions to support
global missions

Today’s military requires agile solutions that support the modern warfighter and their missions globally. With
threats both home and abroad, the Department of Defense must be vigilant in achieving maximum readiness.
Military Leaders and Civilians need IT solutions that are flexible and adaptable to rapid change. Under
extraordinary budget pressure and public oversight, Defense agencies need to be able to remove some of the
complexity often involved in deploying new capabilities.
The Appian platform provides the most flexible solution for meeting the needs of today’s modern DoD. Appian
is a business process management (BPM) driven application platform that unites all data, processes, and
collaborations in one environment. Appian is easily accessible on any mobile device through a simple social
interface. Our Solution allows organization to easily combine data from multiple systems and data sources into
a single view.
UNIFIED CAPABILITIES FOR GLOBAL MISSIONS
Appian provides the Department of Defense with a rich set of
tools to rapidly deliver complex capabilities:
Business Process Management: Quickly build solutions
through drag-and-drop functionality
Dynamic Process Repository: Capture and store process
models for rapid reuse
Records: Access and use all data, from across all systems, and
get current, complete information
Business Rules: Define and Enforce your critical policies and
procedures
Complex Event Processing: Track, analyze, and respond to
business events

Real-time visibility: Provide complete situational awareness
of in-flight activities and task progress
Collaboration: See alerts in real-time, while finding
collaboration opportunities, co-work tasks and actions, and
resolve issues all from an intuitive user interface

Solutions for the Department of Defense
Enterprise Mobility: Provide critical stakeholders immediate
access to data, activities, and tasking anytime on any device

Secure: One common CAC enabled platform allows a single
login to access hundreds of applications

Low-code: Use drag-and-drop, point-and-click design to
launch applications, fast

Appian delivers a connected enterprise that transforms the
DoD work experience, providing exponential savings that
liberates resources in support of the warfighter.

Cloud & On-Prem: Our FedRamp certified Cloud, together
with an on-prem option, support most workloads
FOCUS ON MISSION SUPPORT
Appian enables the DOD to perform
mission critical functions across a
variety of business needs

FOCUS ON WARFIGHTER
& FAMILY SERVICES
Effectively deliver services to soldiers
and their dependents, expediting the
delivery of social services through case
management

FOCUS ON BUSINESS PROCESS
Appian builds modern applications that
help the Department of Defense make
timely and effective business decisions

• Mission Planning

• Social & Health Service Benefits

• Correspondence & Task Management

• Workforce Training

• Military Housing

• Human Resources/Human Capital

• Field Service Management

• Military Schools

• Asset Management

• Fleet Management

• Review Board Case Management

• Military Recruiting

• Asset Management

• 311 Non-Emergency Services

• Grant Management

• Maintenance, Repair and Operations
(MRO)

• Family Advocacy

• Facilities Management

• Family Readiness

• Real Estate Management

• Logistics

• Chaplain Services

• Portfolio Management

• Workforce Readiness
• Workforce Management

• Acquisition and Contract Writing
& Administration

• Cybersecurity Incident Response

• Budget - POM

• Emergency Management

• Audits

• Safety Incidents

• Inspections

• Insider Threat

Using Appian, Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) created the cloud-based and mobile-enabled
Integrated Defense Enterprise Acquisition System (IDEAS) — the largest and most comprehensive BPMbased acquisition management solution in the U.S. Federal Government. IDEAS connects 12 systems into one
interface and manages all aspects of procurement work from pre-award to award and post-award activities.

Appian delivers a modern enterprise platform for
digital transformation that is accelerating solution
delivery for the benefit of Government stakeholders.
Powered by Business Process Management (BPM)
capabilities, Appian’s approach enables critical
services at a lower cost than traditional software
development methodologies. With Appian, Federal
Government key initiatives, including: Constituent

Case Management, Regulatory and Statutory
Compliance, Eligibility and Enrollment, Investigative
Case Management, and Acquisition and Procurement
can be easily deployed using our low-code approach,
both in the cloud and on-premises.

For more information, visit www.appian.com

